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INTRODUCTION

Special skills or training required
We train as often as possible individually but only
get the opportunity to train as a group at events.
The pattern or tone of a drum beat mean a variety
of messages. The basic tunes a drummer needs to
learn are :-

· Form up/Reform (same tune)
· Make ready,
· Charge
· Retreat

In addition there are 8 marching tunes to learn, 3
are documented and authentic. Scots, English &
Troop (Troop is only used for pike division at
present). There are videos on The Drums &
Colours group to assist with learning. Drummers
are expected to learn all the marches and calls
by the end of their first year.

The role of the Brigade Drum Major is to be the
main point of contact for any issues or queries. To
place drums in positions during the march and on
the field. To call the change on the march and
relay orders from the officers on the field. To
ensure kit standards meet Brigade high
expectations. To store and transport Brigade
Regimental drums (as necessary). To check and
organise any repairs on Brigade Regimental
drums (as necessary at Regimental cost).

Cost of kit (excluding standard clothing)
· A drum can cost anything between £225-

£285 depending on size. The size of the drum
you chose is an individual choice but, as an
adult, your drum should be at least 16 inch X
16 inch (internal dimensions i.e., operating
volume of the drum). Larger dimensions are
18 x 18 (£250) or 20 x 20 (£285)

· Drum sticks should be hand turned with or
without a leather tip (£25.95 - £29.95)

· A leather strap (£25 - £27.50) or a sash in your
Regimental colour can be used.

The Drums of War - a brief history
Drums have been used for military purposes for
thousands of years and provide 3 main purposes to an
army:

i)  To sound out orders by drum beat that can be heard
over noise of battle.

ii) To raise spirit and morale
iii) To provide rhythm and set pace when marching

A battle between Qi and Lu in ancient times (684 BC)
was noted to have a significantly changed outcome
because of the use of drums.

Some of the earliest known drum sticks were from the
1300's, used to beat snare drums called Tabors, and
they were made from wood.

Drummers would have
been highly educated to
read and write and speak a
number of languages to
enable them to parley with
the opposition. Assuming
they could get away with it,
to spy in the enemy camp
whilst delivering a message
or receiving a reply. They
were paid around a shilling
a day.

It was very bad form, a
mortal sin, to harm or kill
a drummer although a
volley on the battlefield
could hit a drummer as
easily as anyone else.
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INTRODUCTION

No of drummers in Scots Brigade (11)*

Scots Brigade Drum Major (1)
Tracey Tilly Jones

Gordon's (4)
Sam Crew (Corporal), Fiona Worrall, David Wilton,
Becca Veasey

Laghtnans (2)
Christina Blyth, Angie Findlay

Frasers (1)
Justine Louise

O'Cahans (4)
Nicky Smith, Vivienne Boyd, Kerry Kosak, Howard
Bagshaw-Millin

*Data correct March 2018

Where Found
i) In troop line up: This depends on numbers. Generally
at the front, behind the standard bearer, but we can also
be placed in the middle between musket and pike.

ii) On field: Drum Major at the front with Brigade
Commander. Remaining drums behind the troops, split
between musket and pike.

Supplier of Drums and sticks
Marcus Music
Tredegar House
Newport, Gwent
Wales
U.K.
NP10 8TW
Telephone : ++44 (0) 1633 815612
Email : mail@marcusmusic.co.uk

For hand turned drum sticks also
Graham Web
http://GoingBANG.com

Suppliers
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FORM UP
Come on you Scotsmen listen to the drum
Pick up yer musket pike and come

CHARGE FOR HORSE
Horses horses runaway from horses
Horses horses runaway from them

RETREAT
Back-up ... back-up ...back-up, Steady-up
Back-up ... back-up
Steady, steady, steady, steady

REFORM
Come on you Scotsmen listen to the drum
Pick up yer musket, pike and come

CHARGE
Scottish musketeers running up the battlefield scattering soldiers

MAKE READY
Piccadilly, Piccadilly here we go,
Piccadilly, Piccadilly here we go
Piccadilly Circus, Piccadilly Circus
Piccadilly, Piccadilly here we go

Always stand with your right foot forward and march off on your left

DRUM COMMANDS
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The following are played by the LEAD DRUMMER ONLY,
however all drummers will need to be familiar with them

PREPARATIVE (Prepare to March - played once)
Listen while the drums tell you what to do
Here we go here we go

MOUNT / SINK ARMS
4 slow beats

FALLOUT DRUMS & COLOURS
Let's stand around and look

STAND
3 sharp beats

DRUM COMMANDS
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MARCHING TUNES

· Position your feet with right foot forward ready to march off on left when command is given.
· During the march the lead drummer will call changes.
· The protocol for this is to get to the end of the tune you are playing and then start the next

tune.
· If you are unsure simply play single beats in time with your left foot until you can confidently

pick up the next tune.
· The SCOTS MARCH, ENGLISH MARCH (& TROOP used for Pike Division only) are the

ONLY authentic marches. Others are made-up

SCOTS MARCH
Dag-ger Dag-ger Dag-ger dum dum fear
the Scots come

LAZY MARCH
Left, left, let's stand around and look

WE'RE HERE
We're here, we're here
The Scottish regiments are here
We're here, we're here
The Scottish regiments are here
What are we to do?
What are we to do?
Our swords are rusty but our hearts are true
What are we to do?
What are we to do?
The Scottish regiments are here

HILLS
Do we have an officer who knows some drill?
Do we have an officer who knows some drill?
Do we have an officer who knows some drill?
Over the hills and far away
O’ the hills and O’ the plains
Flanders, Portugal and Spain
Kev commands and we obey
Over the hills and far away
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ENGLISH
Aren't we having fun?
Aren't we having fun?
Let's stand around and look
Let's stand around and look
Let's stand around and look ridiculous in the nude
Aren't we having fun?
I want a cake and a great big sticky bun, yes I do
Sure do!

MARCH OF THE FOOTE (PICNIC)
Let's have a picnic have we any peanuts
I'll bring the popcorn strawberries and cream
Let's have a picnic have we any peanuts
I'll bring the popcorn strawberries and cream
Yummy yummy peanuts, Yummy yummy peanuts,
Yummy yummy peanuts, Strawberries and cream,
Yummy yummy peanuts, Yummy yummy peanuts
Yummy yummy peanuts, Strawberries and cream

GERMAN
Fruit, fruit, fruit, fruit
Have a banana, have a banana
Fruit, fruit, fruit, fruit
Have a banana now
Have a banana, have a banana, have a,
have a, have a banana
Have a banana, have a banana,
Stop, stick it up yer bum

FRENCH
12345678
Dagger-dagger, dagger-dagger, dagger-dagger, dagger-dagger
12345678
Dagger-dagger, dagger-dagger, dagger-dagger, dagger-dagger
One, two and buckle my shoe
Dagger-dagger, dagger-dagger, dagger-dagger, dagger-dagger
1 . 2 . 3. 4
Dagger-dagger, dagger-dagger, dagger-dagger, dagger-dagger

MARCHING TUNES

TROOP
Cake Cake - How I want to have some cake
Cake Cake - How I want to have some cake
How I want some cake - How I want some cake.

For Pike division only
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The Sealed Knot Society
An educational charity encouraging an interest in our heritage
www.thesealedknot.org.uk

(C) 2018 Scots Brigade, The Sealed Knot Society. All rights reserved

Manual design: Karen Poffley

Photo credits:
Rusty Aldwinckle, Jack Bunton plus other members of the Scots Brigade whose
names were not obvious at source.

For further information, please speak to your Brigade Drum Major
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